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between the electron beam and the light required for maintaining
the light–electron interaction (see Methods for details). Second,
deviations in the magnetic field strengths in all the undulator
modules were suppressed to DK/K , 2 × 1024, a step that is necess-
ary to maintain the resonant condition. A gradual decrease in beam
energy due to resistive impedance from the small gap of the
undulator was compensated by adjustments to the K parameter.

Figure 2a presents a spectrum of laser light generated at l¼
124 pm (that is, a photon energy hn of 10.0 keV). For comparison,
a spectrum of spontaneous radiation (blue line) using a single undu-
lator module is also presented. An increase in the spectral intensity
by over three orders of magnitude, as well as a reduction of the
energy bandwidth from DE¼ 300 eV to 50 eV (full-width at
half-maximum, FWHM), were observed when we achieved lasing.
Although the spectra are averaged over 10 shots at each sampling
point, a spike feature originating from an inherent shot-to-shot
fluctuation of SASE still remains in the laser spectra (see
Methods). The stability of the SASE central wavelength deduced
from the electron beam energy is "3 × 1024 (root mean square,
r.m.s.). In the inset to Fig. 2a, the single-shot spatial profile of the
laser is presented. We found that the profile is a stable round
shape without any signs of distortion of the wavefront. The
angular divergence was determined to be 2.4 mrad (FWHM),
which is consistent with a design value of 1.8 mrad. Furthermore,
we shortened the wavelength of the light by increasing the beam
energy EB and decreasing K. We obtained an amplification of
intensity at l¼ 63.4 pm (hn¼ 19.5 keV), as shown in Fig. 2b,
demonstrating the first laser to operate in the sub-ångström wave-
length region. We note that these amplifications were achieved as
the fundamental radiation, that is, n¼ 1 in equation (1), whereas
theory predicts the existence of higher harmonic components. In

fact, a third-harmonic spectrum at l¼ 52.5 pm (hn¼ 23.6 keV)
was observed, as shown in Fig. 2c, with a relative intensity of 0.3%
compared with the fundamental radiation at l¼ 158 pm (hn¼
7.87 keV), which agrees with simulation results. We also observed
the second-harmonic component. Although the intensity was as
small as 1024 times the fundamental one, an afterburner technique
could be used to enhance the component. Note that this technique
has been used to amplify the second-harmonic radiation (l¼
69 pm, hn¼ 18 keV) at LCLS24.

We next investigated the evolution of intensity amplification as a
function of effective undulator length L, which is controlled by
detuning K in the latter modules. Figure 3a shows results obtained
at l¼ 124 pm. Here, the increase in intensity is initially rather
gradual, then suddenly grows exponentially at L¼ 20 m. This
exponential change continues up to L¼ 45 m, where the intensity
finally reaches saturation. The intensity fluctuation increases to
60% in the exponential growth regime and then decreases to 20%
in the saturation regime, as shown in this figure. These phenomena
are typical behaviours as predicted by SASE-FEL theory25. Figure 3b
presents results at other operating conditions using l¼ 72.9 pm
(hn¼ 17.0 keV) with a smaller K, which forces a limitation on the
growth rate of the intensity. As a result, we achieved the exponential
growth regime, but without reaching saturation in this case.

These experimental results led us to evaluate essential parameters
of the electron beam: the normalized slice emittance 1n, the peak
current Ip and the bunch duration t. The solid lines in Fig. 3a,b
show simulation results with the code SIMPLEX26 (see http://
radiant.harima.riken.go.jp/simplex), using the common parameters
1n¼ 0.7+0.1p mm mrad, Ip¼ 3.5 kA and t¼ 20 fs (FWHM) with
Gaussian distributions. These curves reproduced the measurements,
indicating that the emittance is kept close to the original value of
0.6p mm mrad at the exit of the electron gun, even after applying
a high compression ratio of over 3,000. The bunch duration t¼
20 fs agrees reasonably with measurements using radiofrequency
deflectors27. Note that the resulting bunch charge, 75 pC, is
smaller than that transported to the beam dump (250 pC). This
discrepancy suggests that only a small portion of the electron
bunch contributes to light amplification, and that further enhance-
ment of the intensity would be possible with different conditions of
bunch compression.

Finally, we investigated the dependence of laser intensity on
wavelength by changing EB and K over wide ranges, as presented
in Fig. 4. The intensity increased for larger values of EB and K, as
expected from theory13,28. The maximum pulse energy reached
0.48 mJ at l¼ 224 pm (hn¼ 5.54 keV) with EB¼ 5.8 GeV and
K¼ 2.1. The solid lines are the simulation results with the same
parameters as used in Fig. 3. Although peak radiation power was
not measured directly, it was estimated to be at a 10 GW level

Table 1 | Main parameter list for SACLA.

Parameter Present value
Electron beam

Beam energy 8.5 GeV (maximum)
Bunch charge "0.2–0.3 nC
Peak current, Ip .3 kA
Energy spread (projected) ,0.1%
Normalized emittance (projected) 1p mm mrad
Repetition rate 10 Hz (60 Hz maximum)

Undulator
Periodic length, lU 18 mm
Number of undulator modules 18
Total number of periods 4,986
Maximum K 2.2
Minimum gap 3.5 mm
Averaged betatron function, bX/bY 22 m/22 m
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Figure 1 | Schematic of SACLA. EG, 500 keV electron gun; DF, deflector with collimator; SHB, 238 MHz subharmonic buncher; BS, 476 MHz booster; L-CC,
L-band correction cavity; L-APS, L-band alternating periodic structure (APS) typed standing-wave cavity; C-CAT, C-band correction acceleration tube; S(C)-
TWA, S(C)-band travelling-wave acceleration tube; BCn (n ≈ 1–3), nth bunch compressor; EDS, electron beam diagnostic section; SM, switching magnet;
UND, undulator line; BLn (n¼ 1, 3), nth beam line; XDS, X-ray diagnostic system; EHA, experimental hall; OH, optical hutch; EH, experimental hutch.
Although SACLA has the capability to install five independent FEL beamlines, two beamlines (BL1 and BL3) are currently available. All experiments presented
in this Letter were performed at BL3.
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from the simulations. We again found reasonable agreement
between the experiments and our simulations. It should be noted
that small discrepancies are found in both Figs 3 and 4. This is
mainly because we assumed that the slice beam parameters such
as emittance, Twiss parameters and energy spread would be
constant along the bunch in these FEL simulations. However, this
simple model and representative slice parameters are useful for
estimating the laser performance.

The future perspectives of hard X-ray lasers warrant consider-
ation. Based on the performance verified here, we can readily seek
to shorten the laser wavelength to !40 pm (photon energy of
!30 keV), which will find wide application in investigations of
the characteristics and functions of unique materials with improved
resolution and penetration abilities. For this purpose, a combination
of the present accelerator and a shorter-period undulator with lU¼
10 mm and K¼ 1.6 would be a promising approach, with a reason-
able saturation length of 80 m. Alternatively, one might consider
further reductions of the machine scale, simplifying the construc-
tion of hard X-ray lasers. For example, a beam energy of EB¼
3.5 GeV could reach sub-ångström wavelengths with undulator
parameters of lU¼ 6 mm and K¼ 1.0. It is worth noting that an
in-vacuum undulator with lU¼ 6 mm has already been developed
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Figure 3 | Intensity evolution along the undulator. a,b, Pulse energies
(left axes) and intensity fluctuations (right axes), plotted as a function of
effective undulator length: l¼ 124 pm (hn¼ 10.0 keV) with EB¼ 7.0 GeV
and K¼ 1.8 (a); l¼ 72.9 pm (hn¼ 17.0 keV) with EB¼ 8.3 GeV and K¼ 1.5
(b). For the pulse energy, red solid circles with lines indicate the measured
results, and yellow, blue and purple lines correspond to simulations with
1n¼0.6p, 0.7p and 0.8p mm mrad, respectively, at a peak current of
3.5 kA. Green open circles with lines indicate intensity fluctuations.
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Figure 2 | Spectra comparison. a,b, Spectra of laser (SASE, red lines) and
spontaneous radiation (SR, blue lines), measured at EB¼ 7.0 GeV, K¼ 1.8
(a) and EB¼ 8.3 GeV, K¼ 1.3 (b), respectively. The inset of a shows the
spatial profile of the laser beam. c, Spectra of third harmonics (purple line)
and fundamental radiation (red line) for EB¼ 7.0 GeV, K¼ 2.1. The spectra
were averaged over 10 shots at each wavelength and the spatial profile was
taken by a single shot.
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from the simulations. We again found reasonable agreement
between the experiments and our simulations. It should be noted
that small discrepancies are found in both Figs 3 and 4. This is
mainly because we assumed that the slice beam parameters such
as emittance, Twiss parameters and energy spread would be
constant along the bunch in these FEL simulations. However, this
simple model and representative slice parameters are useful for
estimating the laser performance.

The future perspectives of hard X-ray lasers warrant consider-
ation. Based on the performance verified here, we can readily seek
to shorten the laser wavelength to !40 pm (photon energy of
!30 keV), which will find wide application in investigations of
the characteristics and functions of unique materials with improved
resolution and penetration abilities. For this purpose, a combination
of the present accelerator and a shorter-period undulator with lU¼
10 mm and K¼ 1.6 would be a promising approach, with a reason-
able saturation length of 80 m. Alternatively, one might consider
further reductions of the machine scale, simplifying the construc-
tion of hard X-ray lasers. For example, a beam energy of EB¼
3.5 GeV could reach sub-ångström wavelengths with undulator
parameters of lU¼ 6 mm and K¼ 1.0. It is worth noting that an
in-vacuum undulator with lU¼ 6 mm has already been developed
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Figure 3 | Intensity evolution along the undulator. a,b, Pulse energies
(left axes) and intensity fluctuations (right axes), plotted as a function of
effective undulator length: l¼ 124 pm (hn¼ 10.0 keV) with EB¼ 7.0 GeV
and K¼ 1.8 (a); l¼ 72.9 pm (hn¼ 17.0 keV) with EB¼ 8.3 GeV and K¼ 1.5
(b). For the pulse energy, red solid circles with lines indicate the measured
results, and yellow, blue and purple lines correspond to simulations with
1n¼0.6p, 0.7p and 0.8p mm mrad, respectively, at a peak current of
3.5 kA. Green open circles with lines indicate intensity fluctuations.
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Figure 2 | Spectra comparison. a,b, Spectra of laser (SASE, red lines) and
spontaneous radiation (SR, blue lines), measured at EB¼ 7.0 GeV, K¼ 1.8
(a) and EB¼ 8.3 GeV, K¼ 1.3 (b), respectively. The inset of a shows the
spatial profile of the laser beam. c, Spectra of third harmonics (purple line)
and fundamental radiation (red line) for EB¼ 7.0 GeV, K¼ 2.1. The spectra
were averaged over 10 shots at each wavelength and the spatial profile was
taken by a single shot.
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from the simulations. We again found reasonable agreement
between the experiments and our simulations. It should be noted
that small discrepancies are found in both Figs 3 and 4. This is
mainly because we assumed that the slice beam parameters such
as emittance, Twiss parameters and energy spread would be
constant along the bunch in these FEL simulations. However, this
simple model and representative slice parameters are useful for
estimating the laser performance.

The future perspectives of hard X-ray lasers warrant consider-
ation. Based on the performance verified here, we can readily seek
to shorten the laser wavelength to !40 pm (photon energy of
!30 keV), which will find wide application in investigations of
the characteristics and functions of unique materials with improved
resolution and penetration abilities. For this purpose, a combination
of the present accelerator and a shorter-period undulator with lU¼
10 mm and K¼ 1.6 would be a promising approach, with a reason-
able saturation length of 80 m. Alternatively, one might consider
further reductions of the machine scale, simplifying the construc-
tion of hard X-ray lasers. For example, a beam energy of EB¼
3.5 GeV could reach sub-ångström wavelengths with undulator
parameters of lU¼ 6 mm and K¼ 1.0. It is worth noting that an
in-vacuum undulator with lU¼ 6 mm has already been developed
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Figure 3 | Intensity evolution along the undulator. a,b, Pulse energies
(left axes) and intensity fluctuations (right axes), plotted as a function of
effective undulator length: l¼ 124 pm (hn¼ 10.0 keV) with EB¼ 7.0 GeV
and K¼ 1.8 (a); l¼ 72.9 pm (hn¼ 17.0 keV) with EB¼ 8.3 GeV and K¼ 1.5
(b). For the pulse energy, red solid circles with lines indicate the measured
results, and yellow, blue and purple lines correspond to simulations with
1n¼0.6p, 0.7p and 0.8p mm mrad, respectively, at a peak current of
3.5 kA. Green open circles with lines indicate intensity fluctuations.
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Figure 2 | Spectra comparison. a,b, Spectra of laser (SASE, red lines) and
spontaneous radiation (SR, blue lines), measured at EB¼ 7.0 GeV, K¼ 1.8
(a) and EB¼ 8.3 GeV, K¼ 1.3 (b), respectively. The inset of a shows the
spatial profile of the laser beam. c, Spectra of third harmonics (purple line)
and fundamental radiation (red line) for EB¼ 7.0 GeV, K¼ 2.1. The spectra
were averaged over 10 shots at each wavelength and the spatial profile was
taken by a single shot.
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from the simulations. We again found reasonable agreement
between the experiments and our simulations. It should be noted
that small discrepancies are found in both Figs 3 and 4. This is
mainly because we assumed that the slice beam parameters such
as emittance, Twiss parameters and energy spread would be
constant along the bunch in these FEL simulations. However, this
simple model and representative slice parameters are useful for
estimating the laser performance.

The future perspectives of hard X-ray lasers warrant consider-
ation. Based on the performance verified here, we can readily seek
to shorten the laser wavelength to !40 pm (photon energy of
!30 keV), which will find wide application in investigations of
the characteristics and functions of unique materials with improved
resolution and penetration abilities. For this purpose, a combination
of the present accelerator and a shorter-period undulator with lU¼
10 mm and K¼ 1.6 would be a promising approach, with a reason-
able saturation length of 80 m. Alternatively, one might consider
further reductions of the machine scale, simplifying the construc-
tion of hard X-ray lasers. For example, a beam energy of EB¼
3.5 GeV could reach sub-ångström wavelengths with undulator
parameters of lU¼ 6 mm and K¼ 1.0. It is worth noting that an
in-vacuum undulator with lU¼ 6 mm has already been developed
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Figure 3 | Intensity evolution along the undulator. a,b, Pulse energies
(left axes) and intensity fluctuations (right axes), plotted as a function of
effective undulator length: l¼ 124 pm (hn¼ 10.0 keV) with EB¼ 7.0 GeV
and K¼ 1.8 (a); l¼ 72.9 pm (hn¼ 17.0 keV) with EB¼ 8.3 GeV and K¼ 1.5
(b). For the pulse energy, red solid circles with lines indicate the measured
results, and yellow, blue and purple lines correspond to simulations with
1n¼0.6p, 0.7p and 0.8p mm mrad, respectively, at a peak current of
3.5 kA. Green open circles with lines indicate intensity fluctuations.
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Figure 2 | Spectra comparison. a,b, Spectra of laser (SASE, red lines) and
spontaneous radiation (SR, blue lines), measured at EB¼ 7.0 GeV, K¼ 1.8
(a) and EB¼ 8.3 GeV, K¼ 1.3 (b), respectively. The inset of a shows the
spatial profile of the laser beam. c, Spectra of third harmonics (purple line)
and fundamental radiation (red line) for EB¼ 7.0 GeV, K¼ 2.1. The spectra
were averaged over 10 shots at each wavelength and the spatial profile was
taken by a single shot.
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between the electron beam and the light required for maintaining
the light–electron interaction (see Methods for details). Second,
deviations in the magnetic field strengths in all the undulator
modules were suppressed to DK/K , 2 × 1024, a step that is necess-
ary to maintain the resonant condition. A gradual decrease in beam
energy due to resistive impedance from the small gap of the
undulator was compensated by adjustments to the K parameter.

Figure 2a presents a spectrum of laser light generated at l¼
124 pm (that is, a photon energy hn of 10.0 keV). For comparison,
a spectrum of spontaneous radiation (blue line) using a single undu-
lator module is also presented. An increase in the spectral intensity
by over three orders of magnitude, as well as a reduction of the
energy bandwidth from DE¼ 300 eV to 50 eV (full-width at
half-maximum, FWHM), were observed when we achieved lasing.
Although the spectra are averaged over 10 shots at each sampling
point, a spike feature originating from an inherent shot-to-shot
fluctuation of SASE still remains in the laser spectra (see
Methods). The stability of the SASE central wavelength deduced
from the electron beam energy is "3 × 1024 (root mean square,
r.m.s.). In the inset to Fig. 2a, the single-shot spatial profile of the
laser is presented. We found that the profile is a stable round
shape without any signs of distortion of the wavefront. The
angular divergence was determined to be 2.4 mrad (FWHM),
which is consistent with a design value of 1.8 mrad. Furthermore,
we shortened the wavelength of the light by increasing the beam
energy EB and decreasing K. We obtained an amplification of
intensity at l¼ 63.4 pm (hn¼ 19.5 keV), as shown in Fig. 2b,
demonstrating the first laser to operate in the sub-ångström wave-
length region. We note that these amplifications were achieved as
the fundamental radiation, that is, n¼ 1 in equation (1), whereas
theory predicts the existence of higher harmonic components. In

fact, a third-harmonic spectrum at l¼ 52.5 pm (hn¼ 23.6 keV)
was observed, as shown in Fig. 2c, with a relative intensity of 0.3%
compared with the fundamental radiation at l¼ 158 pm (hn¼
7.87 keV), which agrees with simulation results. We also observed
the second-harmonic component. Although the intensity was as
small as 1024 times the fundamental one, an afterburner technique
could be used to enhance the component. Note that this technique
has been used to amplify the second-harmonic radiation (l¼
69 pm, hn¼ 18 keV) at LCLS24.

We next investigated the evolution of intensity amplification as a
function of effective undulator length L, which is controlled by
detuning K in the latter modules. Figure 3a shows results obtained
at l¼ 124 pm. Here, the increase in intensity is initially rather
gradual, then suddenly grows exponentially at L¼ 20 m. This
exponential change continues up to L¼ 45 m, where the intensity
finally reaches saturation. The intensity fluctuation increases to
60% in the exponential growth regime and then decreases to 20%
in the saturation regime, as shown in this figure. These phenomena
are typical behaviours as predicted by SASE-FEL theory25. Figure 3b
presents results at other operating conditions using l¼ 72.9 pm
(hn¼ 17.0 keV) with a smaller K, which forces a limitation on the
growth rate of the intensity. As a result, we achieved the exponential
growth regime, but without reaching saturation in this case.

These experimental results led us to evaluate essential parameters
of the electron beam: the normalized slice emittance 1n, the peak
current Ip and the bunch duration t. The solid lines in Fig. 3a,b
show simulation results with the code SIMPLEX26 (see http://
radiant.harima.riken.go.jp/simplex), using the common parameters
1n¼ 0.7+0.1p mm mrad, Ip¼ 3.5 kA and t¼ 20 fs (FWHM) with
Gaussian distributions. These curves reproduced the measurements,
indicating that the emittance is kept close to the original value of
0.6p mm mrad at the exit of the electron gun, even after applying
a high compression ratio of over 3,000. The bunch duration t¼
20 fs agrees reasonably with measurements using radiofrequency
deflectors27. Note that the resulting bunch charge, 75 pC, is
smaller than that transported to the beam dump (250 pC). This
discrepancy suggests that only a small portion of the electron
bunch contributes to light amplification, and that further enhance-
ment of the intensity would be possible with different conditions of
bunch compression.

Finally, we investigated the dependence of laser intensity on
wavelength by changing EB and K over wide ranges, as presented
in Fig. 4. The intensity increased for larger values of EB and K, as
expected from theory13,28. The maximum pulse energy reached
0.48 mJ at l¼ 224 pm (hn¼ 5.54 keV) with EB¼ 5.8 GeV and
K¼ 2.1. The solid lines are the simulation results with the same
parameters as used in Fig. 3. Although peak radiation power was
not measured directly, it was estimated to be at a 10 GW level

Table 1 | Main parameter list for SACLA.

Parameter Present value
Electron beam

Beam energy 8.5 GeV (maximum)
Bunch charge "0.2–0.3 nC
Peak current, Ip .3 kA
Energy spread (projected) ,0.1%
Normalized emittance (projected) 1p mm mrad
Repetition rate 10 Hz (60 Hz maximum)

Undulator
Periodic length, lU 18 mm
Number of undulator modules 18
Total number of periods 4,986
Maximum K 2.2
Minimum gap 3.5 mm
Averaged betatron function, bX/bY 22 m/22 m

EG

SHB

BS

L-CC

L-APS

C-CAT

BC1

S-TWA

BC2
50-MeV
dump

C-TWA
BC3

C-TWA

EDS SM

BL1

BL3

8-GeV
dump

XDS

OH

EH

EHA

UND

UND

DF

Figure 1 | Schematic of SACLA. EG, 500 keV electron gun; DF, deflector with collimator; SHB, 238 MHz subharmonic buncher; BS, 476 MHz booster; L-CC,
L-band correction cavity; L-APS, L-band alternating periodic structure (APS) typed standing-wave cavity; C-CAT, C-band correction acceleration tube; S(C)-
TWA, S(C)-band travelling-wave acceleration tube; BCn (n ≈ 1–3), nth bunch compressor; EDS, electron beam diagnostic section; SM, switching magnet;
UND, undulator line; BLn (n¼ 1, 3), nth beam line; XDS, X-ray diagnostic system; EHA, experimental hall; OH, optical hutch; EH, experimental hutch.
Although SACLA has the capability to install five independent FEL beamlines, two beamlines (BL1 and BL3) are currently available. All experiments presented
in this Letter were performed at BL3.
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at SPring-821, demonstrating the feasibility of constructing such a
short-period undulator using state-of-the-art technologies. The
development of undulator technologies (such as a cryogenic undu-
lator to enhance magnetic forces29) as well as a further reduction
in the emittance to 0.1p mm mrad will play key roles in these
further advances.

Methods
Diagnostics of the electron beam. The longitudinal characteristics of the electron
beam was evaluated using radiofrequency deflectors, which were installed in the
electron beam diagnostic section (EDS) after BC3 in Fig. 1. The deflectors give a
time-varying transverse kick to the bunch to transform its temporal distribution into
a transverse spatial profile. A new C-band deflecting structure was designed for high-
gradient operation in SACLA27. Consequently, a time resolution of 10 fs (FWHM)
was attained from a transverse profile on a YAG screen located 12.5 m downstream.
The transverse emittance was evaluated using the Q-scan method. Transverse beam
sizes on a screen were measured by changing the focusing strength of the upstream
quadrupole magnet. The emittance was derived from the quadratic dependence
of the square of the beam size on the focusing strength.

Diagnostics of X-rays. The X-ray beamline was used to determine the diagnostics of
the radiation properties of the X-rays. To measure the spectra in Fig. 2, the intensities
of the monochromatic beam passing through a double-crystal monochromator
(DCM) with silicon(111) diffraction were detected with a pin photodiode. The
intensities at each wavelength were averaged over 10 shots. The spatial profile in the
inset of Fig. 2a was measured with a monitoring system consisting of a charge-
coupled device (CCD) camera and a fluorescence film of B-doped chemical vapour
deposition (CVD) diamond, located 84 m from the exit of the final undulator
module. The pulse energies in Figs 3 and 4 were determined with an intensity
monitor that detected X-rays scattered from a CVD nanodiamond foil30. The vertical
error bars indicate uncertainties in the intensity calibrations.

Alignment of the electron beam trajectory. The electron beam trajectory through
all the undulator modules was straightened using spontaneous radiation from each
undulator module. First, the spatial profiles of the spontaneous, monochromatic
X-rays from each module were visualized with a multiport CCD (MPCCD), which
was developed as an imaging detector for XFEL applications. Because the angular
spread of the profile was as small as !10 mrad, we were able to determine the
radiation axis with an accuracy better than 1 mrad. The positional deviations of the
radiation axes among the different undulator modules were then corrected using
steering magnets attached to each module.

Received 15 February 2012; accepted 17 May 2012;
published online 24 June 2012
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